City of Tenakee Springs  
PO Box 52, Tenakee Springs, AK 99841  
907-736-2207

Emergency Executive Order 2020-01

Mayor Dan Kennedy has ordered an Emergency Executive Order for the City of Tenakee Springs to “Hunker down and shelter in place” for all Residents, Effective 3/24/20

1. Hunker down and shelter in place to help mitigate a corona virus outbreak in Tenakee Springs.

2. Essential Services including Alaska Seaplanes, Snyder Mercantile, Tenakee Fuel Service and the Post Office to remain open.

3. The City Office and Library to remain closed to the public until further notice.

4. If you are healthy, with no symptoms, you may make limited trips to open businesses while distancing a minimum of 6 feet from other people. No loitering in businesses.

5. If you are arriving in Tenakee from any other community you must self-quarantine in your home for 14 days.

6. If you think you have been exposed to COVID-19 and develop a fever and symptoms such as a cough or difficulty breathing, call your healthcare provider or Bartlett Hospital at 907-796-8427.

7. Enjoy the outdoors while practicing social distancing, maintaining a minimum of 6 feet of space between people.

8. Be mindful of what you touch and maintain excellent hygiene including hand washing, sanitizing and cleaning of surfaces.

9. Follow all Mandates and Alerts issued by Governor Dunleavy and the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS), as well as Federal Mandates from the Center for Disease Control (CDC).

10. If healthy assist your neighbors when possible, without exposing them or yourself to infection.
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